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Hypothetical 1
Paula Jones
v.
Richard Jefferson Clinton
Do you know the facts?
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Key Questions
•

What are Ms. Jones’ claims?

•

Does she prevail on any?

•

Why/Why not?

•

What ultimately happened?
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Hypothetical 2
You have a growing practice that is doing quite
well. Everyone is working hard, except for one of
your original partners, Dr. Izzy Here. You plan on
speaking to him about his hours. Before you do
so, you do a routine self-audit of your Medicare
billing reports. Amazingly, Dr. Here shows more
activity than anyone. When you go to his office to
ask him about this, you trip over a file box that
opens to reveal several thousand $$$ and scores
of drug sample packages. What do you do?
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Hypothetical 3
You hire an “IT expert” to assist in the conversion of your
office to EMR. From time to time, some of your staff have
casually mentioned that the expert, M.T. Head, surfs porn
sites on the office computer. One day, your system
crashes wiping out a substantial amount of patient data.
In the coming days, as you struggle to recover, it comes
to your attention that on several occasions strangers have
appeared trying to secure refills of prescriptions for your
patients at local pharmacies.
What do you do?
What issues do you have?
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Hypothetical 4
You are the head of a large surgical clinic. As you leave a
recovery room, you see a front desk clerk laying on the
ground writhing in pain and clutching her ankle. What do
you do?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Turn around and find another way to your
destination?
Gingerly step over her?
Call her supervisor and recommend discipline for
being away from her desk?
Call for help and document the incident?
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Hypothetical 4

(CONT.)

The clerk ends up going to a hospital but is
released from the ER w/ negative x-rays.
However, she calls in the next day and says that
her ankle is the size of a cantaloupe. She later
faxes a note from her PCP saying that she cannot
work for a week. You are not happy, but the
clerk is a long-time employee who has always
performed well. What do you do now?
A week goes by and you get another note saying
that the clerk needs another week off.
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Hypothetical 4

(CONT.)

This goes on until finally after three weeks out,
the clerk calls you at home one night and says
she really, really appreciates your patience, but
that she is all better and she will be in
tomorrow. Great, right?
Some time after her return, the clerk begins
calling out regularly, and her performance
declines. When you ask her about this, she says
that she has constant pain in her ankle and needs
some “understanding and help”. What now?
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Hypothetical 5
You apply to work at Holy Rovers Hospital. The most
exciting and career-rewarding department in the hospital
is the dermatology department, headed by Dr. Leo Pard.
You excel in your entry-level job for a year when you see
an opening posted for the spot removal team in the
dermatology department. You apply.
A short time later, you are approached by a colleague
who asks you if you are ready to have sex with Dr. Pard.
He goes on to tell you that the only employees who
“make it” in the department have to participate in the
doctor’s sexual escapades. You are deeply offended.
Is there a problem at this point?
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Hypothetical 6
An intern, Dee Lightfull, is mentored by a famous psychiatrist,
Dr. Roman Hands, who assigns her to do extensive research on
curing mental illness through pet telepathy. She works day and
night with the good doctor. He takes her out for dinner a
couple of times. As Dee is completing her research, she is told
that there will be field tests at Hands’ home on the weekend
with his cat Brutus. This makes Dee very nervous.
Dr. Hands seems to have gotten very “familiar” and Dee has
only reluctantly accepted his dinner reservations. Still, he has
been a superb mentor and really has not “crossed the line.”
Dee goes to human resources on Friday afternoon for advice.
As she waits to see the director, Claude Post, she has a panic
attack and begs Post to get her out of going to Dr. Hands’
house. What should Post do?
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Hypothetical 7
Back at Holy Rovers, a research assistant, Clu Less, is
having a great deal of trouble adjusting to a new
position. His last two performance appraisals have
been very marginal. He is also having an affair with a
manager in another department, Alotta Desires.
Eventually, the affair sours and the two break off
with much mutual loathing. A short time later, Clu is
notified that he is being laid off due to a loss of
research grants for his department. He is convinced
that his layoff is due to his breakup with Ms. Desires.
He files a charge w/ the EEOC. Is there a problem?
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Hypothetical 8
A ward clerk, Will Gossip, is a Tweeter/texting
addict. He seems to do it a lot at work. You are
not sure but he may have been using his Droid
camera around patients. You tell your supervisor
about this and she demands to see Gossip’s Droid.
He refuses. What can be done? What issues are
raised here? Same facts, only this time Gossip is
using a hospital-issued Droid.
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Hypothetical 9
An openly gay nurse comes to you, the director of
human resources, and complains that although he
does not have AIDS or HIV, his co-workers joke
and gossip that he does. They go out of their way
to show that they clean any equipment he
touches. They mock his allegedly effeminate
mannerisms They also shun him and will not invite
him to any social events. Is there a problem?
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Hypothetical 10
An African-American resident complains that his
colleagues, who are predominantly
Asian/Hispanic, read and leave racist magazines
on tables in the break room. After he complains,
the colleagues keep the magazines in their
lockers but still read them at lunchtime. The
resident is not satisfied. What can/should you do?
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Hypothetical 11
Your are the Program Director of a highly
challenging Orthopedic Surgery residency. One of
the new interns, Seymour Spines, has quickly
become a virtual pariah in the program due to his
nasty Facebook postings and aggressive behavior
toward his colleagues. You decide to call him in
to dismiss or at least discipline him when he
apologizes and tells you he has just been
diagnosed as bipolar. What do you do?
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Hypothetical 12
You hire a new doctor into your practice, Dr.
Anne Kellfixer. She seems to have many patients.
When you inquire about this her response is “One
word: orthotics”.
You then ask her to see one of your patients. The
patient returns to you later complaining that Dr.
Kellfixer sent her to someone she seemed “real
familiar with” who charged her for new orthotics
that were tattered and worthless. The dealer said
“Not to worry, Dr. Kellfixer would give you a
partial refund”. Is there a problem?
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Hypothetical 13
Back at Holy Rovers, a female intern, Dee Zired,
tells you, the director of her program, that
another intern, Les Smart, has asked her out to
dinner several times. Despite her continued
refusals, he continues to persist. He also seems
to be following her around. She does not want to
“make trouble” or cost the other intern his job.
She asks for advice but also asks that you not do
anything or tell anyone else. What do you do?
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Hypothetical 14
You are doing a rotation in an oncology
department. There is one patient who comes in
for treatment, Frank Salot, who always makes
sexual comments to and touches female
employees. He has openly stated that if anyone
tells him to stop, he “will sue”. What do you do?
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Hypothetical 15
Your new partner, Richard Tator, is a real
taskmaster and is difficult to get along with. He
seems to be particularly intolerant of older
patients and minorities. You observe that those
employees who seem to shun and give poor
service to those whom Tator dislikes get the most
favorable treatment from him.
What do you do?
From whom do you have exposure?
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